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Abstract.

A one-dimensionalentraining/detrainingplume model is used to

examine the transport and scavengingof soluble gasesin tropical deep convection.
The model is applied to a continental system observedover Brazil during the Trace
and AtmosphericChemistry Near the Equator-Atlantic (TRACE-A) TRACE-A
aircraft campaign with outflows extending from 7 to 16 km altitude. Six gases
are simulated: CO (inert tracer), CH3OOH, CH20, H202, HNO3 , and SO2.

Observed(simulated)convectiveenhancementfactors (CEF) at 7-12 km altitude,
representingthe ratios of postconvectiveto preconvectivemixing ratios, are 2.4

(1.9) for CO, 11 (9.5) for CH3OOH, 2.9 (3.1) for CH20, 1.9 (1.2) for H202, and
0.8 (0.4) for HNO3. Simulatedscavengingefficienciesin the convectivecolumn
are 5% for CH3OOH, 23% for CH20, 66% for H202, 77% for HNO3, and 28%
for SO2. The large CEF for CH3OOH reflects its low solubility and its boundary
layer enrichment relative to the upper troposphere. The Henry's law constant
for CH20 puts it at the threshold for etficient scavenging. Scavengingof SO2 is
limited by the rate of aqueousphase reaction with H•O•, as H•O2 is itself efficiently
scavengedby Henry's law equilibrium; efficientscavengingof SO2 requiresunusually

high cloudwater pH (pH > 6) to enablefast aqueousphaseoxidationby Oa. Both
HNO3 and HaOa are efficientlyscavengedin the lower (warm) part of the cloud,
but H202 is released as the cloud freezes due to low retention efficiency during
timing. Significant scavengingof H202 still takes place by cocondensationwith
ice in the glaciated cloud but is less efficient than in the warm cloud. Inefficient
scavengingof H202 in glaciated cloudsmay explain the observation,in TRACE-A
and elsewhere, that HaO2 is enhanced in deep convective outflows while HNOa is
depleted. Model results indicate little direct transfer of air from the boundary layer
to the cloud anvil in the convective plume, because of low-level detrainment in the
warm cloud and high-level entrainment in the glaciated cloud. We find instead a
convectiveladder effect where midlevel outflow during the growing phase of the
storm is teentrained into the convective plume as the storm matures.

1.

Introduction

thought due to the convectivetransport of radical precursorssuchasacetone,peroxidesand aldehydes[Sin#h
Deep convection in the tropics is a critical mechaet al., 1995; McKeen et al., 1997; Jae#l• et al., 1997;
nisIn for transfer of air from the lower to the upper
M•iller and Brasseur,1999]. Most of the NOx in the
troposphere[Cottonet al., 1995]with many important
upper troposphere is thought to originate from deep
implicationsfor atmospheric
chemistry[Pratherand Jaconvective transport of NOx and nitrate reservoirs procob,1997]. Recentstudiesshowthat the upper tropoducedby surfacesourcesand lightning[Lamarqueet al.,
sphere is more photochemically active than previously
1996; Jacob et al., 1996; Pickering et al., 1998; Jaegld
et al., 19981. Deep convectivepumpingof dimethylCopyright 2000 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
sulfide and SO2 may drive efficient nucleation of sulfate aerosolin convectiveoutflow[Chatfieldet Crutzen,
Paper number 2000JD900211.
0148-0227/00/2000JD900211509.00
1984; Rodhe, 1999]. Considerableprecipitationtakes
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place in associationwith deep convectionupdrafts, and
an unresolved issue is the degree to which precipitation scavengingsuppressesthe convectivecloud venting

of water-solublegases[Andronacheet al., 1999; Flossmann and Wobrock,1996; Barth, 1994]. We present
here an analysis of this issue.

Our approachis basedon a one-dimensional(l-D)
entraining/detrainingplume model (P. Bechtoldet al.,
A mass flux convectionschemefor regional and global
models, submitted to Quartely Journal of the Royal
Meteorological Society, 2000; hereinafter Bechtold et

al., submitted manuscript, 2000) that has been designedto providea deepconvectiveparameterizationfor
mesoscaleand global-scalemodels. This model allows
us to identify the key parameters controlling the vertical redistribution and scavengingof chemical species
in a deep convectivecloud. We examine here the fate
of six different gasescovering a range of solubility in

Grid cell

water: (1) CO as an insolubletracer of boundarylayer
pollution, (2) CH20, H20•, CH3OOH as precursorsfor
the HOx (HOx - OH + peroxyradicals)family in the

Figure 1. Schematicof the one-dimensionalconvective cloud model with updraft and downdraft regions

and (4) SO• as the precursorfor sulfateaerosols.

and compensational
large-scalesubsidence(thick solid
arrows)

(solidarrows),entrainment(openarrowswith dashed
tails)
uppertroposphere,
(3) HNO3 as a reservoirfor NOx ? tails),detrainment(openarrowswith dash-dotted

We focus our analysis on a tropical continental convective caseobservedduring the Transport and AtmosphericChemistryNear the Equator-Atlantic(TRACEA) aircraft experimentin September-October1992.
TRACE-A was designedto determine the role of biomass
burning in causingthe large-scaleenhancementof troposphericozoneobservedover the south Atlantic basin
in austral spring [Fishman et al., 1996]. Two flights
over eastern Brazil examined the convective pumping
of biomassburning pollution to the upper troposphere.
Of particular interest is flight 6, which providedvertical
profiles of gasesfor both preconvectiveand postconvective conditions[Pickeringct al., 1996]. We usethe data
from flight 6 to constrainand evaluate our simulationof
convectivetransport and scavengingof chemicalspecies.

dence and includes entrainment and detrainment pro-

cesses(Figure 1).
In the present application the model is initialized with
vertical profiles of temperature, water vapor and horizontal winds from the European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts(ECMWF) analysisat grid
resolution 0.5ø x 0.5ø. Convection is triggered by convective instability and large-scaleconvergence.The net

convectiveavailablepotentialenergy(CAPE) is usedto
determine the updraft and downdraft air mass fluxes.
At least 90% of the initial CAPE in the soundingmust
be removed by the calculated convective fluxes. Entrainment and detrainment refer to mass exchangebe-

tweenthe updraft and the environment(Figure 1). The

2. Model Description
2.1. One-Dimensional Entraining/Detraining
Plume

Model

environment is definedas the grid scaleof the ECMWF
analysis and is also viewed here as the scaleof the preconvective

aircraft

observations.

Entrainment and detrainment rates are computed fol-

A one-dimensional entraining/detraining plume
model for wet convection(Bechtoldet al., submitted
manuscript,2000)is usedfor this study.This modelhas
beendesignedto providea parameterization
of wet convectionin the mesoscale
modelMeso-NH ILaroreet al.,

lowingthe schemeof Kain and Fritsch[1990]as a func-

tion of the buoyancy characteristicsof individual updraft subparcels. The mixing between clouds and their
environments occurs very near the periphery of clouds
and generatessubparcelscontainingvariousproportions
1998].Subgrid-scale
fluxesthroughconvective
updrafts of clear and cloudy air. Positively buoyant subparcels
and mixing with the environmentthrough entrainment follow the cloudy updraft, entraining air from the enand detrainment are diagnosedin terms of grid-scale vironment, while negatively buoyant subparcelsdetrain

thermodynamicand dynamicvariables[Bechtoldet al., to the environment.
2000;alsoBechtoldet al., submittedmanuscript,
2000].
At eachmodellevel,the rate 5Mr (kgs-1), at which
The formulation essentiallyfollowsthe schemeof Kain environmental air flows into the mixing region at the
and Fritsch[1990]whichis an advancedversionof the periphery of the updraft is expressedby
Fritsch and Chappell[1980]scheme. The model parameterizes a convectiveupdraft plume balanced by a
convectivedowndraft plume and by large-scalesubsi-
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whereR0 (1500 m) and Muo (kgs-•) are the updraft
radius and the massflux at cloud base,and 5z (m) is

where C is the mixing ratio in the environmental air.
Entrainment is a critical process as it reduces the
the vertical thickness of the level.
The mass in this
buoyancyof the cloudy air parcel and thus limits the
mixing region is then partitioned into antraining and depth of a convectiveplume triggered by low-altitude
detraining components. A mixing probability distri- instability. It also has important chemicalimplications
bution, f(x), is usedto characterizethe generationof by supplyingmidlevel air to the updraft from which
mixed subparcels(where x is the fraction of environ- speciescan be pumped upward or scavenged. Conmental air in the mixed subparcels).Given this distri- versely, detrainment allows the convectiveupdraft to
bution, the rate at which updraft and environmental air affect midlevel air and soluble species to escape commix into subparcelsthat are positively buoyant or neg- plete scavenging.
At each model level, the liquid cloud and ice water
atively buoyant can be determined[Kain and Fritsch,

1990]. If the fractionalamount of environmentalmass condensatemixing ratios (respectivelyrc and ri) are
that yields a neutrally buoyant mixture is labeled as X:c, deduced from the saturation vapor pressure of water

the entrainmentrate, M•(kg m-• s-•) is givenby

and allowing a gradual linear glaciation of the cloud

(2)
and the detrainmentrate, Ms(kgm- • s- •) is determined

from

M, - 5z

c

(1- x)f (x)dx.

in the temperature interval betwen 268 and 248 K. It is
assumedthat cloud condensateis continuouslyremoved
from the updraft by precipitation processes. At each
level in the updraft, precipitating particles are produced

followingthe parameterization
of Oguraand Cho[1973]'

5rr+ 5rs--

(3)

(6)

+ ri)(1--exp(-cpr

whereCpr($--1)is a localfirst-orderrate constantfor
of cloudcondensate
in liquid (r•) and ice (ri)
The updraftmassflux, M (kgs-•), changes
through conversion

phasesto rain (Sr•) and snow(Srs), and w denotesthe
updraft velocity. Valuesof %• in the litterature range

entrainment and detrainement accordingto
OM
02;

= M• - Ma.

(4)

from0.001s-1 [GiorgiandChainaides,
1986]to 0.01s-•

[Kain and Fritsch, 1990]. In this work, cv• is taken
equalto 0.005 s-• in the referencecase,and sensitivity
An illustration is shownin Figure 2. The corresponding calculationsare presentedwith %•=0.001, 0.01 and 0.02
mass conservationequation for a conservedgas tracer s-• For example,takinga verticalvelocityof 20 m s-•
of mixing ratio C in the convectiveplume is given by

and%•=0.005s-• givesa scavenging
efficiency
of 22%
km -• for condensed water in the cloud. If the vertical

velocityis loweredto 10m s-•, the scavenging
efficiency
rises to 40% km -•.
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Figure 2. Simulationof a deepconvectiveupdraft over Brazil for the meteorological
conditions observedduring TRACE-A flight 6 on September27, 1992. The simulationusesthe 1-D

entraining/detraining
plumemodeldescribed
in section2. (a) Verticalprofilesof entrainment
(solidline) and detrainment(dashedline) massfluxesin the deepconvective
cloud. The arrow
indicatesdetrainmentat cloudanvil. (b) Verticalprofileof the updraftconvective
massflux. (c)
Verticalprofilesof liquid water (solidline) and ice (dashedline) mixingratios.
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and Scavenging of Chemical

Tracers

We have implemented in the model a tracer transport
and scavengingcapability fully consistentwith the motion of air and water in the cloud. The efficiencyof deep
moist convectionin scavenginga given gas or transporting it to the upper troposphere dependson the cloud
condensateprofile, the ratio of ice to water, the gas solubility in water and uptake on ice, as well as washout
rates, updraft velocities, and turbulent entrainment at
all levels. Following the mass flux formalism, the effect of the convectionon the tracer mixing ratio at grid
scaleis givenby (Bechtoldet al., submittedmanuscript,
2000):

oc

ot

_

o(c)

- pA

-

oc

(7)

of the liquid phasefrom mixed clouds(248 < T < 268
K) [Cho and al., 1989]. In mixedclouds,R <_I while
in warm clouds(T > 268 K) R- 1.
The coefficienta is calculated following Henry's law
equilibrium. Typical values of a are given in Table 1.
Both HN03 and H202 are fractionated mainly in the
liquid phase. Other speciesare mostly in the gasphase,
though CH20 and S02 are sufficientlywater solubleto
undergosignificantscavenging,as discussedin the next
section.

Reactive chemistry in the model is limited to aqueous
phase oxidation of S02 in the liquid cloud, which takes
place following acid-basedissociationof dissolvedS02'

S02 ßH20 • H+ + HSO•-,

MaC

JYJ
C (o•[•Cpr
-1-/•Cpr
-1-O•')/)(•Z/W

(s)

where a and/• (dimensionless)
are the fractionsof C
in the liquid and solid phasesrespectively; R is the retention efficiency of the tracer in the condensedphase
during conversionof liquid cloudwater to precipitation;

(9)

HSO• •- H+ + SO]-,
(10)
HSO•-+ H202(aq)+ H+ -->SO•- + H20 + 2H+(11)
SO]- + 03(aq)• SO•- + 02.
(12)

sational environmental subsidence.Taking into account
lossesfrom scavengingand aqueousphase reaction, the
tracer mixing ratio in the convective cloud varies following:
M•C-

SPECIES

consideration of chemical loss to liquid-phase oxidation
of S02 by H202 and 03. The coefficient R accounts
for volatilization of tracer during timing of supercooled
droplets, which is the main mechanismfor precipitation

where A is the horizontalarea of the grid cell (Figure
1), p is the air densityin the cell and • is the compen-

Oz
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Temperature-dependentequilibrium and rate constants

for (9)-(12) aretakenfromHoffmannand Calvert[1985]
and Hoffmann[1986].For the suiteof otherspecies
consideredhere (CH3OOH, CH20, H202, HNO3), cloud
chemistryis expectedto havelittle effecton total (gas+
condensed)concentrationsover the 30-rain maximum
transporttime in the cloudupdraft [Pratherand Jacob,
1997;Jacob,2000]. Outsideof the cloudwe assumethat

and'y (s-•) is thefirst-order
rateconstant
for chemi-

there is no chemical tendency, that is, that the species
are in steady state. Although this is clearly an oversimplification,our focushere is on the cloud scavenging

cal loss in the liquid phase. In this paper we limit our

processes.

Table 1. Henry's Law Constants and Gas-Liquid Partitioning in Cloud

Species K298
•
' Matm-

-/XH2ø98
R
'K

HNO3a
H202
CH20 b
CH3OOH
03

3.2 x 10•
8.3 x 104
3.2 x 103
3.1 x 102
1.1 x 10-2

CO

9.9 x 10-4

1300

,---,0%

2.4 x 10a

5000

25%

S02 c

8700
7400
6800
5200
2400

c•-- [X],otat
[X]aq
,0100%
95%
39%
4%
•0%

TheHenry'slawconstant
K at temperature
T isK - K2osexp{(-AH2%s/R)(1/Tl/T0)} whereTo = 298K. Data for K2osandAH2%s
areselected
frommeasurements
compiledby R. Sander(http://www.mpch-mainz.mpg.de/,osander/res/henry.
html) and

Jacob[2000].Herect= [X]aq/[X]tot•l
= [1+ 1/(K rcRT)] -• is the dimensionless
fraction of the total speciesconcentration[X]tot• dissolvedin cloud water and is given

herefor a cloudwatermixingratio rc = 2 gkg-• andT=280 K.
•Effective Henry's law constantfor K = [NO•-]/PHNOaat pH=5.
bEffectiveHenry'slaw constantK = [n2C(OH)2(aq)]/Pcn2o.
cEffectiveHenry's law constantK = [S(IV)]/Pso2 at pn=5 accountingfor SO2-

H20/HSOj/SO]- acid-base
dissociation.
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While gas-liquidequilibriumcan be reasonablywell
defined,gas-iceinteractionsare poorly characterized.
Gas-ice partitioning is important in deep convective
cloudswhereice is presentin a largeportion of the cloud
column(Figure2). The incorporationof solubletracers
in ice dependson the mechanismfor glaciation:riming
or gasphasetransferof H20 from liquid to ice. Both
are important under natural conditions. In the case
of HNO3, laboratoryexperimentsshowboth a high retention efficiencyduringriming [Iribarne and Pyshnov,
1990]and a rapidmonolayer
uptakeof HNOa gasto ice
surfaces[Diehl et al., 1995;Abbatt,1997;Domin5and
Thibert,1996]. Monolayeruptakeis sufficientfor total
transferof HNO3 from the gasphaseto ice at typical atmosphericice water contentsand HNO3 concentrations
lAbbart,1997].Therefore,100%scavenging
of HNOa in
the glaciatedcloud(R=I, fi=l) can be assumedfor either glaciationmechanism.

is releasedquickly to the atmosphere[Hutterli et al.,

In contrast, H20,2 scavengingby glaciated cloudsappears to be lessefficient. Field observationsfor stable
wintertime cloud conditionsshow an average H20• retention efficiencyof only 5% during rirning of liquid

constrain and evaluate the model. Detailed meteorological and chemical analysesfor this particular convective

1999]. We assumeR=0.02 and/•=0. for SO•, CH•O ,
and CHgOOH.

3.

Cloud

Simulation

Results

3.1. Dynamical Environment

We applied the 1-D convectiveplume model to a severe continental convectiveevent observedduring flight
6 of the 1992 TRACE-A aircraft experiment over Brazil

[Fishmanet al., 1996].That fiight•conducted
on September27, was devotedto samplingthe outflowfrom a
deepconvectivesystemthat had developedovera region
stronglyaffectedby biomassburningpollution. Observations of a large number of chemicalspeciesincluding CO, HNOa, H202, CHaOOH, and CH20 (but not
SO2)weremadeaboardthe aircraftand carlbe usedto

event have been reportedpreviously[Thompsonet al.,
1997; Pickering et al., 1996]. Convectiveactivity bewith a cold frontal
droplets.We adopt R=0.05 in our sirnulation.[$nider gan in southernBrazil, associated
and Huang, 1998]. To calculate/3,we assurnethat up- systempushingnortheastwardfrom the midlatitudesof
take of H•O• by growing ice crystals takes place by the Southern Hemisphere. By September 25 a strong
cocondensation
[Neftel et al., 1995; also P. Laj et al., zone of low-level convergencepersistedand advanced
manuscriptin preparation,2000]followingthe formula- rapidly northward. Large mesoscaleconvectivesystems
developedon September26 along a west-eastline of
tion of Domin5 et al. [1995]:
convergence
centeredon about 8øS and later along a

PHo
O2
0•H•o
O2
• •H•o
0
PfluOO•HuO •HuOu

Here XH:O: is the molefractionof H202 in the ice, p is
the partial pressure.• is t.he stickingcoefficienton ice,
and M is tile molecular mass. In this manner we obtain

•H202 --

north-south line located between 8ø and 15øS, centered
on about 50øW. The north-south

model. The model domain covers a 100 x 100 km region

ri0•H202
• J•IH20
(14)

PH•00•H2 0

•
•
•H202

oriented line devel-

oped by 2130 UT, and peak developmentwas at about
0130 UT on September 27. Cloud top temperatures
in this systemwere lessthan 205 K, correspondingto
cloudtop heightsof at least15 kin. It is this systemthat
we simulatewith the 1-D entraining/detraining plume
centered around

11.5øS and 47.5øW.

The aircraft conducted a series of ascents, descents

where ri is the ice mixing ratio (molesof ice per moles and constant-altitude segmentsin the column extendof air). We adoptO•H•O•/O•H•O=0.6
IBalesand Choi, ing up to 12 km (ceilingof the aircraft) to captureout1996; Haynes et al., 1992;alsoP. Laj et al., manuscript flow from the convectivesystem. The flight covered a
in preparation, 2000]. For T=258 K and ri -----3.2 x regionfrom 8ø to 16øSand 44ø to 49øW. Pickering et

10-3 moltool-1 (2gkg-•), wefind•H:O• = 0.22. Equi-

al. [1996]definedcloudoutflowregionsusinga com-

librium between the air and ice phases yields a lower

bination of measured CO and satellite imagery. En-

value of /• than cocondensationbut requires several hancedupper troposphericCO mixing ratios measured
hours to establish and therefore does not apply to ice in areas around cold cloud tops seenon IR satellite

clouds[Conklinet al., 1993].
Gases other than HNO3 and H202 are not expected

to be significantlyscavenged
by the ice. The retention
efficiencyof SOx duringrimingis about 2% [Voisinet
al., 2000]. SO• is more likely incorporatedinto ice by
trappingin the quasi-liquidlayeron ice surfacesgrowing
by deposition[Mitra et al., 1990].However,at verylow
temperaturesencounteredin deep convectiveclouds,a
quasi-liquidlayer is unlikely to remain, and uptake of
SO• decreaseswith temperature as the fraction of liquid

agerywereconsidered
to be indicativeof cloudoutflow.
Outflow was encountered several times, in particular on

flight legsat 9.5 and 11.3 km altitude.
We performed a 1-D simulation extending from
September26 at 1800 UTC to September27 at 1200
UTC. Figure 2 showssimulatedprofilesof the convective air mass fluxes and condensate mixing ratios on

September27 at 0000 UTC during the maximum inten-

sityof the convective
system[Pickeringet al., 1996].At
the peak of convectionintensity,the CAPE value from
decreases
[ConklinandBales,1993].CH:O in timedice the ECMWF analysisis 2500J kg-•. The correspond-

22,26O
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outflow. The initial mixing ratio profile for SO2 is spec-

4.8 gkg-1 The modelproducesa maximumvertical ified from measurementsmade during the Atmospheric
velocityof 25 m s-1 with overshootat 16 km. Temper- Boundary Layer Experiment (ABLE) campaignsover
ature in the convective

cloud decreases from 290 K at

cloudbase(1 kin) to 190K at cloudtop (16 kin).

the Amazonian basin during the dry and wet seasons

[Andreaeand Andreae,1988; Andreaeet al., !990a].

The convective upward mass flux increasesfrom the

Typical values were 25 pptv in the boundary layer and
surfaceto 1 km (altitudeof the cloudbase).It then de- 15 pptv in the free troposphere. Convectiveoutflow in
creasesup to 7 km and increasesagain up to cloud top the TRACE-A flight 6 data above 7 km is diagnosed
at 15-16 km. The updraft entrains air from the environ- by CO mixing ratio > 170 ppbv. Postconvectivemodel

ment at most levels,particularlyat 0-1 km (belowcloud profilessampledon the grid scale(i.e., in the environbase) and from 7 to 15 kin, where entrainmentserves mentalair outsidethe updraft) canthen be comparedto
to rapidly increasethe upward flux. The entrainement

the convectiveoutflow observationsfor different species

above 7 km is driven by glaciation of the cloud, in- as a test of the model.
Comparisonsof averagemixing ratios at 7-12 km alcreasingits buoyancy;as pointed out above,glaciation
alsosuppresses
scavengingof the gasesof interestexcept titude for the preconvective
(background)and postconHNO3. Cloud detrainment is mostly at 1-7 km and in vective(convectiveoutflow)atmospheres
are shownin
the cloud anvil at 15-16 km. The cloudtop in the model Table 2 for both model and observations. The agreerisesgradually as the cloudmatures. As a consequence, ment betweenobservedand simulatedbackgroundmixdetrainmentat cloudtop occursat differentrisinglevels ing ratios simply followsfrom the model initialization.
during the cloud history, gradually modifyingthe free We definethe convectiveenhancement
factor (CEF) at
tropospherewith boundary layer air. This modifiedfree 7-12 km altitude as the ratio of gasesmixing ratios in
tropospheric air can then be reentrained in the cloud as the convective
outflow(i.e., after convectivecloudventthe convectiondeepens,producinga convectiveladder ing and scavenging
of gases)relativeto the background
effect.

(i.e., without deepconvection
effects).The CEF for a

3.2.

given speciesdependson its vertical mixing ratio profile in the backgroundatmosphereand on its solubility

Convective

Transport

of Soluble Gases

We simulate the transport and scavengingwithin
the convectivemodel plume of HNO3, H202, CH20,
CH3OOH, SO2 and CO. Becauseof its low solubility,
CO servesas an inert tracer. The initial mixing ratio
profiles for preconvectiveconditions are specifiedfrom
measurementsmade during TRACE-A flight 6 in the
backgroundatmosphere,that is, excludingconvective

(i.e., scavenging
efficiency).As shownin Table 2, the
model simulateswell the observedgradationof CEF betweenspeciesof differentsolubility.The CEF is highest
for CH3OOH which is only sparselysolubleand has a
stronggradientof decreasingmixing ratio with altitude

in the background
atmosphere.
The CEF is lowest(belowunity) for HNO3, whichis quantitativelyscavenged

Table 2. Observedand Simulated Mixing Ratios at 7-12 km Altitude for Preconvectiveand Postconvective

Conditions,and ConvectiveEnhancementFactors(CEF)
Observed

CO

CHaOOH
CH20
H202

HNOa
S02

Observed

Observed

Background

Convective Outflow

CEF

Background

Convective Outflow

CEF

2.4

101

192

1.9

11

40

383

9.5

2.9

163

513

3.1

1.9

337

410

1.2

0.8

60

24

0.4

15

7-14.3

0.5 - 0.9

97 q- 22

234 q- 36

(n=1282)

(n=918)

36 q- 209

390 q- 186

(n=27)

(n=15)

153 q- 27

444 q- 229

(n=30)

(n=11)

340 q- 274

651 q- 533

(n=27)

(n=15)

60 q- 26

50 q- 32

Simulated

Simulated

Simulated

Volume mixing ratios are in units of parts per billion by volume for CO and parts per trillion per volume for the
other species.Data are for the TRACE-A flight 6 on September22, 1992 over easternBrazil. Convectiveoutflow at 7-12
km altitude is diagnosedin the observationsby CO mixing ratios in excessof 170 ppbv, and in the model by sampling
the grid-scale environment for postconvectiveconditions after 6 hours of simulation. The background preconvective
atmospherein the modelis specifiedfrom observations,hencethe similarity betweenobservedand simulatedbackground.

The convectiveenhancementfactor (CEF) is the ratio of mixingratio in the convectiveoutflowand the background.The
range of SO2 convectiveenhancementfactorsfrom the four scenarios(pH=4-6 and Oa=20 ppbv; pH=5 and Oa=20-50
ppbv) is presented.
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Figure 3. (a) Verticalprofilesof CO mixingratioforTRACE-Aflight6. Modelverticalprofiles
areshownfor the preconvective
background
atmosphere
(dashedline) andfor the postconvective
atmosphereafter 6 hoursof simulation(solidline). ObservedCO mixing ratios are shownas
symbols
for the background
atmosphere
(pluses)andfor convective
outflowabove7 km (diamonds).Convective
outflowin theobservations
above7 kmis diagnosed
by CO > 170pptv. (b)
Budgetof CO in the convectivemodelcloud. The linesshowthe verticalprofilesof entrainment

(solid),detrainment
(dotted)andscavenging
(dashed,
percentage
in ovalframe)massfluxesin

the convective cloud for CO. Profiles are normalized to the entrainment mass flux at cloud base.

Percentage
contributions
of entrainment,detrainment,and scavenging
to the CO budgetin the
convectivecommu
ate given •--•u• three ......
:--' regions: •'
ve•u•m
uelovv'
cloudbase,between1 and 7 km,
and from 7 km to cloudtop. The percentagesare computedrelative to the total entrainedmass

fluxintegratedoverthe depthof the convective
column.The percentage
in the rectangular
frame
givesthe upwardtracerflux at 7 km altitude,wherethe cloudglaciates(Figure2), for comparison
to the entrainmentflux in the glaciatedcloudat higheraltitudes.

by both liquid and ice precipitation;HNO3 is depleted that CO originatesin the upper troposphere(7-15 kin).
in convectiveoutflow. In the discussionthat follows,we In the model this upper tropospheric reservoir has been
examine in more detail the budgetsof individual species previously enriched at the earlier, lessdeep, stage of the
in the convective

cloud.

convective cloud development. Reentrainment of that
air in the cloud represents the convective ladder effect.
budgetsfor CO are shownin Figure 3. The background
The importance of high-altitude entrainment in our
mixingratio profilefeatureshigh boundarylayermixing simulation reflects the buoyancy associated with the
ratio (350 ppbv) dueto the regional-scale
biomassburn- glaciation of the cloud. It is consistent with previous
ing influence.The backgroundmixing ratio in the upper studies suggestingthat a large fraction of the air detroposphere
at 7-12 km altitudeis about 100ppbv (Ta- trained at cloud anvil height is drawn from the midtro-

3.2.1.

CO.

Vertical profiles and convectivemodel

ble 2). Convectioncausessignificantvertical redistribu- posphere[Dickersonet al., 1987; Wang and Chang,
tion of CO. The postconvective
vertical profileat grid 1993; Scala et al., 1990]. A simulationby Scala et
scale(Figure 3) showsa dramatic increaseof CO mix- al. [1990]of a deep convectiveevent over Amazonia
ing ratio in the upper troposphere, with values above found that more than half of the air transported to the
200 ppbv both in the model and in observations. The anvil height originated above 6 km altitude, not from
CEF at 7-12 km altitude is 2.4 in the observations and the planetary boundary layer. It appears that direct
pumping from the boundary layer to the upper tropo1.9 in the model (Table 2).
The budgetcalculationin Figure 3 revealsthat more sphere accountsfor only a small fraction of the air in
than half (56%) of the CO entrained in the cloud is convectiveoutflows,contrary to the assumptionmade in

drawn from the glaciatedregionin the upper part of the simplenonentrainingconvectiveplumemodels[Prather
cloud(from 7 to 15 kin), 40% of CO is entrainedbelow and Jacob,1997; Cohanet al., 1999]
the cloud base, and 4% is entrained between the cloud

3.2.2.

CHaOOH.

The simulated cloud outflow

base and 7 km. Most of the 44% of the CO entrained in

vertical profile of CH3OOH in Figure 4 exhibits a strong
increaseof mixing ratio above 7 kin, consistentwith obbase (26%); 18% is transportedupward to the upper servations. Background mixing ratio in the upper trothe lower part of the cloud is derrained near the cloud
troposphere above 7 km while 74% of the CO entrained

in the cloud is derrainedin the cloud anvil, most of

posphere is 30-40 pptv. Both modeled and observed
mixing ratios reach in excessof 300 pptv after the con-
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Figure 4. Same as Figure 3, but for CHsOOH.

vectionevent (Table 2). The observedCEF of 11 is com-

CEF is 3.1, comparable to the value of 2.9 found in the

parable although higher than the CEF of 6 previously
observed in deep marine convection over the South Pa-

observations(Table 2). High-altitude entrainmentis
less than for CHsOOH as the 7-15 km entraining layer

cific [Cohanet al., 1999]. The CEF is muchlargerthan is relatively less enriched in CHsO than in CHsOOH.
for CO becauseof the strongercontrastin background The main reason is scavengingof CH•O in the warm
mixing ratios between the lower and upper troposphere. cloudremoving23% of the CH•O entrainedin the upWe seefrom Figure 4 that 66% of CHsOOH entrained draft; the Henry'slaw solubilityof CH•O (Table 1) puts
in the cloud is detrained at cloud anvil height. As for
CO, most of this 66% originatesfrom high-altitudeentrainment in the glaciatedcloud (47%). The remaining
19% originatesmainly from entrainment below cloud
base. A negligiblefraction of CHsOOH entering the

it at the thresholdfor efficientscavenging.Detrainment
below cloud anvil height and scavengingby liquid pre-

updraft (4%) is scavenged.As in the caseof CO, the
entrained CHsOOH at 7-15 km is heavily influencedby
previous convective enrichment which took place in an
earlier stage of the cloud.

height and can eventually participate in upper troposphericchemistry. Our resultsindicate that scavenging
of CH•O in deep convectioncannot be neglected,con-

3.2.3.

CH20.

The simulated cloud outflow verti-

cal profile for CHsO (Figure 5) exhibits an increaseof
upper tropospheric mixing ratios relative to the background profile from 163 pptv to 513 pptv. The model

cipitationaccountfor comparablelossesof CH•O (23%
and 26% respectively).As seenin Figure 5, 51% of the
CHsO entering the cloud is releasedat the cloud anvil

trary to the commonassumption[Miiller andBrasseur,
1999].
3.2.4. H20•.
The initial background mixing ratio of H•O• is about 7 ppbv below 2 km and less than

500 pptv in the uppertroposphere(Figure6), reflecting

'
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 3, but for CH20.
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 3, but for H202.

the vertical gradient of water vapor, which is the main

chemicalprecursorfor H202 [Jacobet al., 1996].In our
case, SOe mixing ratios are sufficiently low not to affect the H202 budget. The high Henry's law constant
for He02 (Table 1) implies efficientscavengingin the
warm cloud, but scavengingis suppressedin the mixed

7-15 km region. We find that 53% of He02 entering
the convectivecloud below 7 km is scavengedby liquid
precipitation, and most of the remainder is detrained

at low altitude; only 12% is pumped above7 km (Figure 6). Nevertheless,this small fraction accumulating
over the cloud history is responsible for the enhance-

cloud due to volatilization of H202 from rimed ice. As

ment of H202 in the convective outflow. In a sensitiv-

a result we find in the model that deep convection increasesH202 mixing ratios in the upper troposphere,

ity simulation we found that ignoring the volatilization

consistentwith observations(Table 2). The model CEF
(1.2) is somewhatlower than the observedCEF (1.9).
The observationswere made in early morning to midmorning[Pickeringet al., 1996],so that chemicalpro-

depletionof H202 in the convectiveoutflow (CEF-0.5)
due to efficient scavengingin the mixed cloud. Such
a depletionwouldbe contraryto observations[Pickering et al., 1996; Jaegldet al., 1997; Cohan et al., 1999]
There seemstherefore to be good evidence that cloud
glaciation suppressesH202 scavenging.

duction in the outflow probably cannot account for the
discrepancy. A comparable CEF of 1.7 for He02 was
previously observedin deep marine convection over the

tropicalPacific[Cohanet al., 1999].
Model resultsindicatethat 10% of HeOe enteringthe
cloudis detrainedat cloudanvil height(Figure 6). This
H202 originatesmainly from H20e entrained from the

of H202 from rimed ice in the mixed cloud results in a

3.2.5. HNOa.
Nitric acid is •100% fractionated
into the condensedphase in both warm and glaciated

clouds (section 2.2). Its scavengingthus follows that
of condensedwater and is highly efficient. Mixing ratios in the convective outflow are depleted relative to
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background,both in the model and in the observations 5 and lower, aqueousphase reaction of SOs by H•O• is
(Figure 7 and Table 2). The CEF in the model (0.4) dominant; at pH=6, oxidation by O3 prevails. The

is somewhatlower than observed(0.8), but is consis- modelbudgetin Figure 8 showsthat at pH=5 (pH=4),
tent with the value of 0.3 previouslyobservedfor deep 54% (59%) of SOsenteringthe cloudis detrainedat the
marine convectionover tile tropical Pacific [Cohanet cloud anvil height. This proportionis loweredto 28%
al., 1999]. As seen in Figure 7, most of HNO3 en- for pH-6 and 20 ppbv 03. At pH=5, we find that 29%
ters the updraft below cloud base (90%). As 69% of of SOs is scavengedfrom the warm cloud, most of it
IffNO3 is scavengedby liquid precipitation below 7 kin, by aqueousphasereaction with H•O•. At pH=6, this
only 6% of HNO3 is transported upward. Of the 10% of scavengingincreasesto 50% (03=20 ppbv) and 63%
HNO3 entering the cloud above 7 km via upward flux (O3=50ppbv).
Figure 8 showsthe simulatedverticalprofilesof SOsin
(6%) or lateral entrainment(4%), a major part is scavengedby snow(7%). Only 3% of HNO3 is detrainedat the postconvectiveatmospherefor the different values
of pH and O3 mixing ratio. Under all conditions,SOs is
cloud anvil height.
3.2.6. SO2. There were no measurements of SO2 depressedin the convectiveoutflow relative to the backduring the TRACE-A campaign. We specifythe back- groundatmosphere(Table 2). This resultis consistent
ground preconvectiveprofile from measurementsmade with observationsin outflow of deep marine convection
during the ABLE 2A and ABLE 2B aircraft experi- overthe tropical Pacific [Thorntonet al., 1997; Cohan
ments over Amazonia. Scavengingof SO2 in the model et al, 1999]
3.2.7. Sensitivity to the condensate convercloud takes place by dissolution and aqueousphase oxidation by H202 and 03. The calculation uses H202
sion rate, Cpr. The first-orderrate constantCprfor
obtainedfrom the model (Figure 6). Mixing ratios of conversionof liquid and ice cloud condensateto pre03 are specifiedeither at 50 ppbv, correspondingto the cipitation is a key parameter in our simulation. The
polluted conditionsof TRACE-A flight 6 [Pickeringet sensitivity of scavengingefficienciesand CEF to varal., 1996],or at 20 ppbv, whichis a moretypical value ious valuesof Cpris shownin Table 3. When Cp•is
for the tropics.
large, hydrometeorsare produced rapidly, and scavAs seenfrom reactions(9)-(12), the rate of oxidation enging of chemical speciesis efficient. However, the
of SO2 by H202 is pH-independentover the pH range responseof the model to Cp•involvesmore than just
of atmospheric interest; by contrast, the rate of oxida- scavenging.ChangingCp•alsomodifiesthe convection
tion by O3 variesas [H+]-2. A sensitivityanalysisis dynamics;removalof the precipitated water (and the
performedfor differentvaluesof pH (4-6). This range consequentstrong drag force) tends to counteractthe
of pH valuesis typical of precipitation over the Amazo- buoyancyforce, preventing further developmentof the
nian basin [Andreaeet al., 1990b]. The pH is assumed cloud. The comparisonof simulated and observedCEF
uniform acrossthe cloud droplet population. At pH of (Table 2) providesa way to constrainthe value for
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 3, but for SOs. Only model results are shown as no observations
weremadein TRACE-A. (a) Postconvective
verticalprofilesare shownfor threedifferentassumed
valuesof cloudwater pH and at pH-6, for two differentmixingratiosof ozone.(b) The convective
column budget is shown for the casewith cloud water pH-5 and ozone mixing ratio 20 ppbv;
the dashed oval gives the contributions to the budget from loss by aqueousphase oxidation in
the cloud.
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Table 3. Scavenging
Efficiency(SE) and ConvectiveEnhancementFactor (CEF) of Gasesin
Deep Convection
0.001

-1

0.005

0.01

0.02

Cpr• S

CH3OOH
CH20
H202
HNO3
SO2

SE, %

CEF

SE, %

CEF

SE, %

CEF

SE, %

CEF

1
2
25
32
13

12
5
4.2
1.6
0.8

5
23
66
77
28

9.5
3
1.2
0.4
0.9

6
36
84
87
29

8.5
2.3
0.4
0.2
0.9

7
47
90
93
27

8
1.7
0.3
0.1
0.9

The table showsfor each gas the convectiveenhancementfactor at 7-12 km altitude (CEF) and
the scavengingefficiency(percent) defined as the masspercentageof gas entering the convectivecloud
that is scavengedby convectiveprecipitation. Values are shownas a function of the rate constant Cp,•for
conversionof cloudwater to precipitation. The scavengingefficiencyfor SO2 is given for cloud water pH=5
and 03=20 ppbv and includes lossesby aqueous phase oxidation plus liquid precipitation of dissolved
SO2.

Cpr.For Cprequalto 0.01s-1, H202 is depletedin the are 2.4 (1.9) for CO, 11 (9.5) for CH3OOH, 2.9 (3.1)
outflow (simulatedCEF<I), in disagreementwith the

for CH20, 1.9 (1.2) for H202, and 0.8 (0.4) for HNO3.

observations
(observed
CEF=I.5). For Cpr:O.001S-I,

The large CEF for CH3OOH reflects its low solubility
HNO3 mixing ratios are found to increase in the up- and its boundary layer enrichment relative to the upper
per troposphere(simulatedCEF-1.6), whereasobser- troposphere. The observed CEF values are consistent
of
vationsindicatea decrease(observedCEF-0.8). There with a rate constant%•=0.005 s-1 for conversion

is thereforesomesupportfor our adoptionof Cpr:0.005 cloud condensate to precipitation.
s-• in the standard model.

The Henry's law constant for CH20 puts it at the
We seefrom Table 3 that the solubility of CH20 places threshold for efficient scavenging;in our standard simit at the threshold for efficient scavenging,with a scav- ulation, 23% of CH20 entering the convectiveplume is
engingefficiency
of 23%in the standardcase(Cpr=0.005 scavenged.
s-1) but varyingfrom 2% to 47% over the rangeof
Both HNO3 and H202 are efficiently scavengedin the
Cpr-O.001-O.02
s-• Lesssolublespecies
like CHaOOH warm cloud, but only HNOa is efficiently scavengedin
are lesssensitiveto the choiceof Cp•and are poorlyscav- both the mixed and glaciated cloud. The low retention
enged in any case. The scavengingefficiency and CEF efficiencyof H202 in timed ice shuts off H202 scavengfor SO2 is only moderatelysensitiveto Cp•becauseof ing in the mixed cloud. This can explain the consistent
compensating
effects.When Cp•is large, scavenging
of observation, in TRACE-A and elsewhere, that H202 is
dissolved SO2 by precipitation is more efficient. How- enhanced in deep convective outflows while HNO3 is
ever, H202 is also efficiently scavenged,slowing down depleted.
the rate of SO2 oxidation.

A substantial fraction of SO2 entrained in the con-

vective cloud is scavenged by aqueous reaction with
4.

Conclusion

H202 and O3 (23% at pH=5, 50% at pH=6).

As a

consequence,mixing ratios of SO2 are depleted in the
A one-dimensional
entraining/detrainingconvective convective outflow. The latter result depends on the
plume model driven by ECMWF meteorologicalfields gradient in SO2 mixing ratios between the boundary
has been used to simulate a tropical continental deep layer and the free troposphere in the preconvective atconvective system observedduring the TRACE-A air- mosphere. In our case this gradient is relatively weak.
Model results indicate little direct transfer of air from
craft campaign over eastern Brazil. Convective transport and scavengingof gaseswith different Henry's law the boundary layer to the cloud anvil in the convective
solubilitieswereexaminedincludingCO (inert tracer), plume, because of low-level detrainment in the warm
CHaOOH, CH20, H202, HNO3 , and SO2. Glaciation cloud and high-level entrainment in the glaciated cloud.
of the cloud in the midtropospherehas important im- The importance of high-level entrainment contradicts
plications for scavenging. There is good experimental simple model representations of deep convection as a
evidencethat HNO3 remains in the ice phase during nonentraining pipe transferring air from the boundary
and after glaciation, while other gasesare expelled to layer to the upper troposphere. However, the air enthe gas phase.
trained at high levels has a strong boundary layer inObserved (simulated) convectiveenhancementfac- fluence, reflecting its detrainment from the plume in an
tors (CEF) at 7-12 km altitude, representingthe ra- earlier, less deep stage of the cloud. The resulting contios of postconvectiveto preconvectivemixing ratios, vective ladder effect can transfer air from the boundary
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layer to the upper tropospherewith relatively little di- Conklin, M.H., A. Sigg, A. Neftel, and R.C. Bales, Atmosphere-snow transfer function for H202: microphysical
lution, in a manner that may in the end show some
considerations,J. Geophys.Res., 98, 18,367-18,376, 1993
si•nilarity to the nonentraining pipe model.

Our one-dimensionalentraining/detraining plume

Cotton, W.R., G.D. Alexander, R. Hertenstein, R.L. Walko,
R.L. McAnelly, and M. Nicholls, Cloud venting-A review
and some new global annual estimates, Earth Sci. Rev.,

model is obviously a grosssimplification of the actual
transport and scavengingthat occur in real convective
39, 169-206, 1995.
clouds. However, the favorable comparisonto convec- Dickerson, R.R. et al., Thunderstorms: An important mech-

tive outflow observationspresentedin this study sug-

anism in the transport of air pollutants, Science, 235,
460-464, 1987.

geststhat the model may provide a powerful approach
Diehl, K., S.K. Mitra, and H.R. Pruppacher,A laboratory
for parameterizing deepconvectionin three-dimensional
study of the uptake of HNOa and HC1 vapor by snow
global and regional chemical transport models.
crystals and ice spheres at temperatures between 0 and
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